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ABSTRACT
In recent years we are experiencing an important growth of in-

terest for sensing the electromagnetic spectrum and making its

access more agile. Emerging initiatives use low-cost receivers in

large deployments for sensing the radio spectrum or collecting

air-traffic signals at large scale. One of the major drawbacks of

low-cost spectrum receivers is their limited sampling rate, which

does not allow to decode wideband signals. In order to circumvent

the hardware limitations of single receivers, we envision a scenario

where non-coherent receivers sample the signal collaboratively to

cover a larger bandwidth than the one of the single receiver and

then, enable the signal reconstruction and decoding in the backend.

We present a methodology to enable the signal reconstruction in

the backend by multiplexing in frequency a certain number of non-

coherent receivers in order to cover a signal bandwidth that would

not otherwise be possible using a single receiver. We propose a

method that does not use the knowledge of the modulation scheme,

and has been designed to be transparent to the subsequent decoding

process. As such, it is equivalent to the reception of the signal by

a high-end receiver. We demonstrate and evaluate our approach

with two non-coherent receivers which collaboratively sample an

aviation signal of almost twice the bandwidth of each receiver. The

experimental results show that, using two non-coherent receivers,

our method is able to reconstruct and decode correctly more than

80% of data.
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Figure 1: Several receivers distributed in a geographical area
cover a bandwidth larger than the single spectrum sensor. By
letting each spectrum sensor sample different adjacent por-
tions of the wideband signal, we can reconstruct and decode
a signal, which would not be possible using one single re-
ceiver.
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1 INTRODUCTION
We are in the age where crowdsourcing systems are helping the

society to solve complex problems by collecting data, using low-

cost devices massively deployed around the world and exploiting

collaborative techniques among them. Theses systems can measure

different indicators as pollution, temperature, solar radiation, and

air-traffic signals. More recently, we are experiencing an important

growth of interest for crowdsourced sensing of the electromagnetic

spectrum and democratize the access to the community. Several

projects such as Electrosense [1] rely on volunteers that host low-

cost receivers to sense the electromagnetic spectrum at large scale.

Having RF receivers deployed massively enables new strategies

of spectrum analysis. Yet, as Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC)

https://doi.org/10.1145/3302506.3310387
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are costly, said receivers are affected by a low sampling rate. The

consequence is that they do not fulfill the Nyquist-Shannon theorem

for several types of wideband signals and are not able to decode

them.

In particular, what has strongly gained attention in the research

community is the ability to sense the spectrum using low-cost SDR

(Software Defined Radio) receivers, such as the RTL-SDR [2]. These

receivers are used in large deployments such as RadioHound [3],

Electrosense [1] (for sensing radio spectrum) and OpenSky [4] (for

collecting air-traffic signals). RTL-SDR receivers have an acceptable

performance but obviously due to their low quality components

they have serious limitations in terms of ADC resolution, frequency

range or maximum signal bandwidth, and lack calibration. The

maximum bandwidth of low-cost RTL-SDR usually is 2.4 MHz [2],

meaning they cannot decode signals such as LTE (10 MHz), WiFi

(20 MHz), WiMAX (20 MHz) or air traffic signals such as Mode-S

uplink (4 MHz) [5].

In order to solve this problem, we envision a scenario where

low-cost RF receivers deployed distributively in an area work col-

laboratively to cover a bandwidth larger than the one of a single

receiver. As a crowdsourced approach, we use such a distributed

sensor arrangement to maximize the signal coverage of the system,

even if some sensors may suffer reception issues in the band of

interest (higher-capability receivers are less suited due to the in-

creased cost of geographical scalability). A pictorial representation

is given in Fig. 1. Several RF receivers located in different places

are multiplexed in frequency, and take care of a specific portion

of the signal. The spectrum data obtained by the sensors is sent

to the backend where the signal is reconstructed. This scenario

presents important challenges among non-coherent receivers that

must be solved in order to guarantee the signal integrity and the

reconstruction in the backend using the partial view of the signal

seen by each sensor. The signal reconstruction in the backend is

performed in an agnostic way, i.e., the system is not aware of the

specific modulation scheme. As such, the system must deal with the

fundamental signal information (amplitude, frequency, phase. . . )

provided by each sensor to make the signal recombination feasible

in the backend.

In this paper we aim to provide a generic methodology and

architecture to enable the signal reconstruction in the backend by

multiplexing in frequency a certain number of receivers in order

to cover a signal bandwidth that would not otherwise be received

using a single sensor. Our contributions are as follows:

• We propose a distributed frequency multiplexing mechanism

for covering bandwidths higher than what a single receiver

can.

• We identify the main challenges in signal processing to solve

in order to enable the collaborative signal reconstruction.

• We present an architecture for collaborative signal recon-

struction performed in a common backend that does not use

information from the modulation scheme.

• We evaluate our solution in a real scenario using low-cost

receivers for reconstructing and decoding collaboratively air

traffic signals (Mode-S [6]) in the backend and we compare

our solution against high-performance receivers.

2 MOTIVATION
The collaborative and distributed Signal Decoding using non-

coherent and low-cost receivers is the main scope of this work.

Decoding signals of larger bandwidth than a single receiver in a

distributed network is the main application that is presented in

this work. These sensors are independently deployed by users in

a given area and connected to the backend over the internet. Yet,

the ability of decoding signals larger than what a single spectrum

sensor can do is a primitive that can enable other key applications,

a foundation that exploits the crowdsourcing and the distribution

of costs among all participants to now be able to do more with a

sensor, and can provide incentives for people in the same neighbor-

hood to join the initiative. The applications below are presented

for completeness.

- Anomaly detection. Anomaly detection can be more powerful

if part of the data can be labelled (e.g. signal-modulation classifica-

tion [7]). Yet, if the signal is of wider bandwidth than the receiver,

the backend cannot decode the data and label it properly, limit-

ing the applicability of methods already proposed [8] to detect

anomalies in the spectrum.

- Localization. For signals of larger bandwidth than the receiver,

the ability to decode the signal can be considered as a sanity check

that the different receivers are synchronized. By exploiting the

position of known transmitters, the receivers can then solve the

delay from the transmitter to each receiver and from the receiver

to the backend. Also, the fact that a subset of sensors yields the

best collaborative decoding rate of a known signal may be used as

an indicator that this group of sensors could be the optimum to

localize the transmitter.

- Selection of sensors. Usually crowdsourced and collaborative

systems face the problem of choosing the most favourable set of

sensors to achieve a specific goal as in spectrum monitoring, trans-

mitter localization or detection of anomalies in the spectrum. Choos-

ing the closest sensors not always ensures the best performance,

due to interference or antenna location. Receivers can be instead

better grouped depending on how good they perform in the pro-

cess of decoding collaboratively a known signal. The problem of

choosing the best subset of sensors for this task is not trivial. If

one of those sensors reports bad information it may taint the final

goal. Besides the great value and contribution of collaboratively

decoding a signal using different low-cost sensors, this method can

help in ranking and grouping sensors in crowdsourced spectrum

monitoring networks.

- Enhanced diversity. By having receivers located away from

each other we can implement a diversity schema to increase the

signal-to-noise ratio. The methods exposed in this work can be used

to align signals, so they can be further processed in equal-ratio,

maximal-ratio or selection combination.

3 DECODINGWIDE SIGNALS WITH
DISTRIBUTED SENSORS

The objective of this work is to use different low-cost receivers to

cover a high bandwidth that would not otherwise be possible using

one single receiver given its limited ADC sampling rate. The first

problem to address is what type of receiver to use, and two options
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Figure 2: High-level representation of the frequency division
approach to deal with wideband signals and low-cost re-
ceivers. The proposed frequency division approach makes
use of overlap areas in frequency between different indepen-
dent spectrum sensors that are tuned at different, yet adja-
cent, frequencies. Collected samples in the overlap areas are
used to synchronize and equalize the signals in the backend.

are possible. On the one hand, coherent-receivers [9] know the type

of signal that has been transmitted, and typically use calibration

and synchronization techniques in order to synchronize in time

and phase and compensate for impairments in the wireless channel.

On the other hand, non-coherent receivers do not have instead

any knowledge of the signal properties. Spectrum sensors have

the capabilities of collecting IQ samples at different frequencies

(in the case of the RTL-SDR, with low ADC sampling rate, the

range is between 24 and 1766 MHz [10]), and they do not need

to interact with the transmitters (no strict time requirements to

process the incoming IQ data). Therefore we propose to use non-

coherent receivers to divide the wideband signals in different sub-
channels, each of them monitored by one single receiver, and then

reconstruct said wideband signals in the backend. In other terms,

we apply a frequency division approach to multiplex the signal. The

advantage of non-coherent receivers is that they do not need to

be close to each other and share internal components (e.g., local

oscillators), but the disadvantage is that the signals provided by

non-coherent receivers are not synchronized.

3.1 Common signals in the frequency domain
In typical non-dense frequency-division multiplexing, the spectrum

of each channel is independent. Instead, in order to solve the issue

of synchronization among non-coherent receivers, we propose that

the sub-channels have a small overlap area. We use this common

area, named as overlap area, to extract the estimators needed to

synchronize the signals. As Fig 2 shows, receivers are located in

nearby frequencies in such a way there is a overlap frequency area

among them. This overlap area (O) contains common information

that will be used to reconstruct the signal as it is explained later

in Section 4. Notice that the overlap area size does not depend on

the final aggregated bandwidth. The overlap area size can be set

depending on the use case or the scenario conditions, e.g. if the

noise in the signal is too high the overlap area bandwidth can be

increased until enough data for a clean merge is available.

More formally, a given signal s(t) with a specific bandwidth

BWs and center frequency fcs is to be reconstructed and decoded

by using N receivers, configured with certain bandwidths (BW1,

BW2, ...,BWn ) and center frequencies (fc1, fc2, ..., fcn ) in such a

way that the complete bandwidth of the signal s(t) is covered. The
signal reconstruction using the frequency division approach can

be exploited as long as the sum of the bandwidths covered by the

receivers is strictly greater that the bandwidth of the original signal

as Eq. 1 shows:

N∑
k=1

BWk > BWs (1)

Notice that in the above equation the terms BWk already include

the overlap area bandwidth (c.f. Fig. 2). Therefore, the overlap area

between two consecutive receivers, which is the key of the signal

reconstruction, given that the frequencies fc(n) are in ascending

order, can be expressed as follows:

O(n,n−1) =
(
fc(n−1) +

BWn−1
2

)
−

(
fc(n) −

BWn
2

)
(2)

3.2 Challenges
The usage of distributed non-coherent receivers implies that we

need to process the signals in such a way that we can cope with the

signal impairments with respect to a pure ideal scenario. The fol-

lowing challenges must be solved in order to reconstruct the signal

collaboratively by applying the proposed approach that exploits

overlap areas.

Relative time delays between signals. As each signal traverses

a different path (different location, antenna, receiver sampling

time. . . ), most likely a delay from one signal to the other will be

found. The main root causes are: i) Different time-of-arrival in multi-
antennas scenarios: the electromagnetic signal may reach each an-

tenna at different times, mainly depending on the different path

observed by different antennas. On a more generic set-up, the col-

laborative reception may be performed from distant receivers, so

there may appear a time delay between the different received sig-

nals because of this distance; ii) Different receiver architectures: if
using different receivers, the delay from the RF interface to the

final acquisition point may differ. Also, as the sampling clock is a

synthesized signal, the sampling instant can be additionally delayed

from one signal to the other on a sub-sample quantity.

Frequency alignment. The internal clocks used in radio circuitry

are affected by tolerances and environmental factors, so we need

to handle these effects when combining signals. We have to bear in

mind that this is an agnostic reconstruction without any knowledge

of the signal properties, so the overall reconstructed signal does not

guarantee a specific center frequency better than the clock toler-

ances. This is not a problem, as in typical low-cost SDR there is no

PLL (Phase-Locked-Loop) synchronization to the carrier [11], and

demodulators cope with this effect. In fact for contributions from

receivers which are not receiving a carrier, performing phase-lock

could be unfeasible. The main source of misalignment is the offset
in the local oscillators. As a simplification on the signal flow, let us

consider without loss of generality that on each receiver there is

only one local oscillator to down-convert the radio transmission
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Figure 3: Low-pass filter used for antialiasing andwideband signal distortion in the overlap area (representation in the frequency
domain). FIR filter of the RTL-SDR v3 (left) and how the filter is applied in two different receivers in the overlap area (right).
As the overlap area is used to synchronize and equalize signals from different spectrum sensors, artifacts such as the internal
low-pass filters of each spectrum sensor should be compensated.

into an complex base-band signal. This oscillator may be affected

by an offset in its reference clock (such as a quartz crystal, where

tuning during manufacture and operating temperature may affect

its nominal frequency). Additionally this type of oscillators is gen-

erated from a chain of integer multipliers and dividers of the clock

frequency, so an additional granularity error may appear as well.

Signal power at the receiver. There could be many different fac-

tors that could impact the power of the sampled signal among

different receivers (radio channel differences, antenna gain, ampli-

fier configurations, etc.), so it will be needed to equalize the signal

power from each spectrum sensor so that the reconstruction does

not distort the original signal.

Receiver frequency response equalization. The receivers apply
an antialiasing filter prior to sampling the signal. As an example,

Fig. 3 shows the final magnitude and phase response of the FIR

(Finite Impulse Response) filter applied in the RTL-SDR-v3 [2]

receiver in the frequency range of interest (using the maximum

sampling rate available). In the overlapping ranges (Fig. 3) we aim

to compare and fuse contributions from different receivers, so it

will be necessary to invert the filter response to better reconstruct

the signal. In case the receiver implements a FIR filter the phase

response can be considered just a delay in the time domain. If not,

a complementary phase correction at this stage will make sure that

the final phase response is linear with the frequency.

Phase matching. Once the receiver filter response in the receiver

has been equalized, and the signals received in the overlap areas

from the non-coherent receivers have been corrected in time and

frequency, the phases of the signals in this overlap areas have to be

matched. The phase difference may be caused by different reasons.

As the final synthesized signal from the local oscillators is generated

by a series of multipliers and dividers, without a PLL on the received

signal, we cannot guarantee the value of the local oscillator phase,

even in shared-local-clock scenarios. So we will not have a phase
synchronization of the local oscillators. This will be seen as a relative

phase rotation between the signals (a constant phase difference in

the same frequency components from the signals). We may also

find a subsample-delay phase change, as we cannot control the exact
sampling instant among all the signals (even with synchronized

clocks). Because of that, we may still find some additional subsam-

ple delay that can be interpreted as a linear phase change. Also

some different phase contribution during combination may appear. If

there is still some linear-phase response in the chain (some delays

unaccounted for, other filters, etc.) that has not been completely

corrected, as the final phase integration of the contributions reflect

different bands, we may find an additional separation of the phases.

To understand this difference, we can see the distance between the

phase responses (red and blue straight lines) in the overlap area in

Fig. 3 (right). This height is proportional to the separation of the

tuning frequencies (fc1, fc2).

4 COLLABORATIVE SIGNAL
RECONSTRUCTION

In this section we present our methodology to collaboratively recon-

struct a signal in the backend using partial representations captured

by different receivers.

The proposed methodology only assumes the following signal

properties to achieve a correct collaborative signal reconstruction

in the backend: (1) The Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) must be good

enough in order to detect a potential packet on the overlap area. (2)

The signal must allow a clear cross-correlation maximum computa-

tion in the overlap area to estimate the coarse time synchronization.

(3) The signal must occupy a continuous portion of the spectrum

with no gaps bigger than the overlap area, allowing the merge using

that portion of the signal. (4) The channel response in the overlap

area must be similar for both receivers.

The overview of the signal reconstruction methodology is shown

in Fig. 4. In the previous section, we discuss the case of two sig-

nals, as the case of more signals can be regarded as an inductive

extension (adding any additional received signal to the previously

reconstructed one). Our solution does not make any assumption

on the signal besides the frequency range and maximum expected

length of the packets. The architecture consists of four different
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Figure 4: Signal reconstruction workflow.

blocks: Calibration, Correction, Estimation and Recombination. The

calibration block computes the intrinsic parameters of the receivers

such as the absolute frequency offset (∆fa ). The correction block is

responsible for modifying the signals according to the parameters

provided by the estimation block. The estimation block computes

the parameters to synchronize both signals as time offset (∆t ), rela-
tive frequency offset (∆f ), amplitude ratio (α ) and phase offset (∆ϕ).
All these parameters are computed using only the overlap area,

where the received signals share a common frequency range. Lastly,

the recombination block takes two signals already synchronized

and fuses them to generate a signal with the specific bandwidth

required.

For the simplest model of two different receivers (more receivers

could be considered sequentially once the first two portions have

been integrated), let us consider the signal received on the overlap-

ping area. From a complex signal transmitted originally as

x(t) = ℜ{s(t)e j2π f t } (3)

the received signals xr (t) can be modeled like this to account for

time, amplitude and phase differences in the receivers, assuming

that the frequency deviation ∆f is actually an error induced by the

local oscillator, and the channel transfer function is flat.

x1(t) = ℜ{s(t)e j2π f t+ϕ1 } + σ1(t) (4)

x2(t + ∆t) = α[ℜ{s(t)e j2π (f +∆f )t+ϕ2 }] + σ2(t) (5)

We will define sr [n] as the complex baseband, discrete-time

signal provided by the receiver r , which have been obtained by

tuning the receivers to the frequencies fc,r and a sampling rate fs,r
in accordance with the receiving bandwidth BWr .

As the original signal s(t) is not available, our goal is to find the

parameters so we can correct the differences between both signals

in the overlapping area, and subsequently apply these parameters

to correct the whole signals sr [n].

4.1 Calibration Block
There are some intrinsic parameters in the receivers that do not

change substantially over time. One of these parameters is the

frequency offset on the receiver caused by the internal oscillator.

Nowadays, most receivers integrate a temperature compensated

crystal oscillator (TCXO) to mitigate the fluctuations of the internal

oscillator due to temperature changes.

This block is responsible for estimating, in a calibration process,

the absolute frequency offset (∆fa ) of the receiver using a known
and precise signal. We rely on LTESS-Track [12] in order to estimate

the frequency error of the receiver. LTESS-Track takes advantage

on the synchronization signals transmitted by LTE base stations as

reference in order to provide a frequency offset estimation with sub-

ppm (parts-per-million) accuracy. The absolute frequency offset

(∆fa ) for each receiver will be used to compensate the frequency

error between the receiver and the nominal frequency of the trans-

mitter, providing the coarse frequency synchronization of the system.

Notice that this calibration process is run only once per receiver

and therefore the ∆fa value can be used as long as the receiver is

not replaced.

Since ∆fa may vary slightly due to the tolerance error of the

local oscillator, the variance on the calibration, environment fac-

tors [12], and the intrinsic uncertainty of real oscillators, a fine
frequency synchronization is needed as is explained in Sec 4.3. The

calibration process is needed since two given receivers may have

a significant frequency error (for instance 100ppm). As the recon-

struction process matches the frequency components between the

sensors, but not to the original fc , the final reconstructed signal

will show the same frequency error shift.

4.2 Correction Block
The correction block receives IQ data directly from the receivers.

The Analog-to-Digital Converters make use of an antialiasing[13]

filter prior to obtaining the samples that will be the discrete repre-

sentation of the signal. As an example, the magnitude and phase
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response of the FIR filter applied in the RTL-SDR v3 is shown in

Fig. 3. The first step is to equalize the signal to correct the pos-

sible changes made by this filter, in such a way that the rest of

the reconstruction steps can use a signal without distortions (or

reasonably minimized). It comes without saying that for this pro-

cess to work the filter response must be known for all the different

devices involved in the reconstruction task. Recalling that to per-

form the signal recombination we will use the overlap frequencies

between the two receivers, we see the band of the common area in

every receiver has been modified by a different band of the filter,

as Fig. 3 shows. This difference makes it clear why this effect must

be handled and minimized.

The next action is to correct both signals in frequency given the

∆fa,n provided by the calibration block. The goal is to obtain a

signal as close to the raw ideal as possible so to perform a precise

synchronization in the estimation block.

The IQ alignment block then performs the operations needed

over one of the signals using the estimated corrections provided by

the estimation block that is disclosed in the next subsection.

4.3 Estimation Block
The estimation block receives the signals already equalized as input.
The discrete-time signals present in the overlap areas (o1 and o2)
are extracted from the received signals (s1 and s2) by extracting the

higher and lower frequencies of the signals respectively as Fig. 4

shows. The overlap area represents the common frequencies in both

receivers where all the synchronization operations will take place.

The width of the area is directly related to the receiver bandwidth

(BWr ) and the tuning frequencies of the receivers (fc , r ).
First, the coarse time synchronization (∆t ) is computed by

cross-correlating the overlap areas of both signals in the time do-

main using chunks of data of certain duration as Eq. 6 shows. As

at this point we cannot guarantee that the I and Q components

from both signals are matched (as there might be a phase rotation

between them, ϕn values are unknown), this operation is calculated

over the norms. Considering ∆t in number of samples:

∆t̂ = arдmax
τ

(|o1 | ⋆ |o2 |)[τ ] (6)

We assume the signals sr have a Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)

high enough to detect the presence of a transmission. Other charac-

teristics from s(t), such as the modulation scheme, are not needed

to estimate the corrections. For every chunk of data already syn-

chronized in time an energy detector is applied in order to get the

interesting time ranges of the signal called bursts. Then, a burst
is defined as a time range of the signal, considered in the overlap

area, where a potential packet (P ) can be and therefore where the

synchronization parameters will be estimated. A couple of bursts

(b1 and b2) are shown in Fig. 5-a). At this point is where the syn-

chronization parameters needed for this potential packet (P ) can
be estimated, in order to combine and match the signals.

Secondly, the power normalization of the bursts is done by

computing the scale factor α . The original energy in the overlapping
area is nominally the same, so we can estimate the α parameter as

the square root of the power ratio of the two signals:

α̂ =

√
E[|b2 |2]

E[|b1 |2]
(7)

Third, the relative frequency shift (∆f ) is estimated providing

the fine frequency synchronization in the system. To compute the

frequency misalignment between both signals we may use the

discrete Fourier transform of the signals. Given that the signals

have not been distorted we may use their frequency representations

to find the best match. As the values for ϕr are still unknown, once
again it is needed to use the norm of the functions to calculate cross-

correlation. Given that br [n]
DFT
−−−−→ Br [k], and by cross-correlating

the overlap areas in the frequency domain:

∆ ˆkr = arдmax
θ

(|B1 | ⋆ |B2 |)[θ ] (8)

It is worth noting that the bursts have been extracted so to contain

some guard time before and after the packet P . This helps to reduce
spurious components in the DFT, as it behaves as a windowing in

time. The relation with the real frequency is then, given the length

of the DFT asM :

∆ ˆfr =
fs∆ ˆkr
M

(9)

From this point forward, let us define B′
2
[n] as the frequency-

corrected equivalent of B2[n].
Fourth, we perform the phase difference estimation. In order

to have a coherent recombination process of the signal, the phases

of both bursts must be matched. This step is important since phase

alignment represents both a matching of I and Q components from

each sr [n] (neutralizing the relative phase rotation between them),

and a fine (subsample) time synchronization. Fig. 5-b) represents

the phase of the bursts in the frequency domain. Notice that we only

take those bins whose amplitude values are above a certain thresh-

old (Ath ) since low amplitude values usually introduce noise in the

phase component that can lead to an erroneous phase estimation.

After that, we can study the phase of the bursts visually, by

unwrapping the phases to get a continuous representation of the

phase over the frequency bins as Fig. 5-c) shows. It is clear that

phases are not equal and therefore we compute the phase difference

over all the frequency components of both bursts and thenwe obtain

the phase difference shown in Fig. 5-d). This difference should take

care of the local phase conditions ϕn , possible fine time adjustments

and phase rotations. Aswe saw in section 3.2 the expected difference

is a linear function of the frequency. Thus we will first calculate

the phase difference:

∆ϕ[k] = ∠B1[k] − ∠B
′
2
[k] (10)

And given that the k elements are ordered such to keep the DC

component in the center, then the linear regression over ∆ϕ could

be expressed as:

∆ ˆϕ[k] = ∆ ˆϕR + k∆ ˆϕD (11)

where ∆ϕR can be regarded as a rotation that applies to all the

frequency components, and the slope ∆ϕD as a time delay, with a

subsample resolution.
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Figure 5: Amplitude and phase representation of the original bursts (left), phase difference estimation (center) and bursts
already aligned (right).

Fig. 5-d) shows the value of the burst phase difference and its lin-

ear regression. Fig. 5-e) and Fig. 5-f) show the bursts normalized in

amplitude and synchronized in phase after applying the correction

values, α̂ and [∆ ˆϕD , ∆ ˆϕR ] respectively.
We note that the estimation block does not have the notion of

packet. In particular, this block performs a signal-level synchroniza-

tion only using the bursts (portion of signal in the overlap area). The

packet-level synchronization and its detection are performed by the

decoder ("Signal decoding" block in Fig. 4), which is independent

from the signal reconstruction scheme.

4.4 Recombination Block
The recombination block takes as input the signals sr [n] of band-
width BWr , which were tuned to in fc,r . The first step is to resample

both signals to increase the sampling rate. The minimum upsam-

pling is that which obtains a sampling frequency enough to contain

the full reconstructed signal. After that, both signals are relocated

so their components of fc match the equivalent fc of s(t), by shift-

ing fc − fc,1 and fc − fc,2 respectively. The frequency components

on the overlapping area are halved, as that area will receive the en-

ergy from the two signals. After that, both signals are summed and

downsampled if needed to match the specific bandwidth desired

and therefore the reconstructed signal is complete as Fig. 4 shows.

4.5 Decoding
The last step of the process is to decode the signal that has been

reconstructed. Decoding the signal provides a good indicator that

the reconstruction is done properly in the backend. It is worth

mentioning that the signal decoding block (Fig. 4) is not aware

about the origin of the signal, e.g., the decoder does not know if the

signal either has been reconstructed by our method or has been

collected by a regular receiver.

5 EVALUATION
This section describes how we evaluate our methodology for signal

reconstruction in real scenarios. We use real signals to evaluate our

collaborative signal decoding, specifically we useMode-S uplink [5],

[6]. These signals are sent by aircraft and uses 1030 MHz frequency

for transmissions and 4 MHz of signal bandwidth. The receivers

used for the signal reconstruction are the well-known RTL-SDRv3,

whose maximum available signal bandwidth is 2.4 MHz. There-

fore this is a very complete set-up for testing and evaluating our

collaborative signal reconstruction methodology in a real-world

and complex scenario (amplitude-phase modulation, signal sent

from moving transmitters, different SNRs, etc.). In the following

subsections, Mode-S and the experimental setup are explained and

after that the most important evaluation results are shown.

5.1 Real use case: Mode-S uplink
Aircraft are constantly sending air traffic signals that contain useful

information for the safety and optimization of the flight routes. Sev-

eral initiatives as OpenSky [4], Flightradar [14] or Flightaware [15]

have already deployed low-cost sensors based on RTL-SDR devices

for collecting avionic signals whose signal bandwidth is smaller

than 2.4 MHz, e.g., Mode-S downlink channel. All those platforms

could get benefit of our contribution of using non-coherent re-

ceivers for decoding signals with a higher bandwidth than 2.4 MHz.
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Figure 6: Amplitude representation (top) and phase repre-
sentation (bottom) of a Mode-S uplink packet captured at
1030 MHz @ 4 MHz by an USRP.

Mode-S [5][6] is a Secondary Surveillance Radar (SSR) process
that allows selective interrogation of aircraft according to the unique

address assigned to each aircraft named ICAO. The ICAO is a 24-bit

field used to identify every aircraft uniquely worldwide. Mode-S

uses two different channels, one for interrogating (uplink channel,

1030 MHz / 4 MHz) and another for answering (downlink chan-

nel, 1090 MHz / 2.4 MHz). The aircraft replies to interrogations

initiated from either a ground station or other aircraft. The aircraft

interrogation is performed using the uplink channel and has the

capability for selective interrogation of individual Mode-S transpon-

ders. This functionality allows to interrogate a specific aircraft as

needed, avoiding the response from nearby aircraft and therefore

an unnecessary saturation of the channel. The messages sent by

the uplink channel are the ones that cannot be decoded currently

by one single RTL-SDR due to the signal bandwidth limitation.

Mode-S messages can be 56 or 112 bits long. As Fig. 6 shows,

Mode-S uplink messages consist of a preamble part (used for mes-

sage detection), a Sync Phase Reversal (SPR) (used for time synchro-

nization), and the payload encoded using differential phase shift
keying (DPSK) where the ICAO of the addressed aircraft is indicated.

Other important piece of information encoded in the payload is

the uplink format, reply length, acquisition special or designator

id [6][16]. It is worth mentioning that our generic solution proposed

in Section 4 and the evaluation performed in Section 5.3 are not

aware about the signal specifications explained here. Our solution

is able to reconstruct the signal from two different channels without

any knowledge about Mode-S uplink signals.

5.2 Mode-S Decoder
We have implemented the first open source decoder for Mode-S

uplink using an initial and experimental implementation provided

by [17]. The decoder has been implemented following the stan-

dard described in [6][16]. Our decoder implements the following

features:

• Preamble detection.

• Size packet detection: supports lengths of 56 or 112 bits.

• Sync Phase Reversal (SPR) detection which is located at 4.75

µs from the beginning of the packet.

• Sliding window implemented to analyze data continuously.

1030 MHz @ 4 MSPS

1029.1 MHz @ 2.4 MSPS

1029.1 MHz @ 2.4 MSPS

1030.9 MHz @ 2.4 MSPS

1029.1 MHz @ 2.4 MSPS

1030.9 MHz @ 2.4 MSPS

ADS-B 
Antenna #1

1030.9 MHz @ 2.4 MSPS

Baseline

Sharing: LO + Antenna

Sharing: Antenna

Sharing: None

ADS-B 
Antenna #2

Active Splitter
8-port

Figure 7: Testbed.

• Support input signals of 4 MHz and 8 MHz bandwidth.

• DPSK demodulator for payload extraction.

• ICAO of aircraft: The last 24-bits of the payload are the parity

bits xored with the ICAO address of the aircraft. The CRC

is computed as specified in [16] and aircraft’s address is

retrieved.

• Symbol timing recovery implementation since transmitter

and receiver are not synchronized.

Our decoder is the first open source implementation
1
and is able

to decode properly the 92% of the Mode-S packets detected.

5.3 Testbed
The experimental set-up consists of 3 pairs of sensors with two RTL-

SDRv3 "Silver" model attached to a Raspberry Pi-3 with different

ADS-B antennas and internal oscillator configurations. The maxi-

mum bandwidth supported by the RTL-SDRv3 is 2.4 MHz, therefore

every pair of sensors has the mission of reconstruct the Mode-S

uplink packets sent at 1030 MHz with 4 MHz of signal bandwidth.

In order to do that, both receivers have to tune at 1029.1MHz and

1030.9 MHz respectively in such a way the overlap area is 0.6 MHz

and the total bandwidth covered is 4.2 MHz. Fig. 7 shows the differ-

ent configurations tested on every pair of receivers depending on

the resources shared:

• Local oscillator and antenna shared ("local oscillator + an-

tenna"): This is the most favourable set-up where we use a

clock-shared receiver based on two RTL-SDR
2
that shares

the local oscillator (TCXO @ 28.8 MHz). They also share the

same ADS-B antenna thought the 8-port active splitter.

• Antenna shared ("Antenna"): This configuration uses two

vanilla RTL-SDRv3 receivers without sharing the internal

clock and whose only shared resource is the ADS-B antenna

thought the splitter.

1
http://github.com/openskynetwork/modes-uplink-decoder

2
https://coherent-receiver.com/products/coherent-receivers/

1-supervisory-and-4-coherent-channels

http://github.com/openskynetwork/modes-uplink-decoder
https://coherent-receiver.com/products/coherent-receivers/1-supervisory-and-4-coherent-channels
https://coherent-receiver.com/products/coherent-receivers/1-supervisory-and-4-coherent-channels
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Figure 8: Sample synchronization vs. overlap area.

• Non-shared resources ("None"): This configuration consists

of two vanilla RTL-SDRv3 receivers without sharing the

internal clock and attached to different antennas that are 1

meter away.

Our results are based on multiple traces collected in Madrid

(Spain) where more than 30,000 Mode-S uplink messages were

recorded. In order to compare the performance in every config-

uration we use a baseline simultaneously created by a high-end

receiver, USRP Ettus B210
3
that is set at 1030 MHz and covering

the whole signal bandwidth (4 MHz). The USRP is also connected

to the splitter to share the same ADS-B antenna that the RTL-SDR

receivers use. Therefore, the baseline is defined as the number of

Mode-S uplink packets correctly decoded with the USRP samples.

Since we do not know whether the ICAO encoded in the packet be-

longs to a real aircraft, we cross-verify that ICAO was also detected

by the OpenSky [4] network in the Mode-S downlink channel at

the time and place the trace is collected.

5.4 Evaluation metrics
In this section we evaluate the most important parameters of the

system and how they can play an important role for the final signal

reconstruction and decoding.

As we described in Section 4, one of the first synchronization

steps is the time alignment between the signals. This step must

be successfully performed to estimate the amplitude, frequency

and phase offset accurately. All the synchronization steps over the

signal are performed on the overlapping frequency area (which is

common among the receivers). Therefore the width of the overlap

area becomes a significant parameter of the system to be evaluated.

The overlap area width optimization will also optimize the effec-

tive bandwidth available for every receiver, thus covering wider

bandwidths with the same number of receivers. Fig. 8 shows the

estimated time difference between the two signals at 2.4 MHz for

different widths of the overlapping area. Note that to illustrate with

comparable magnitudes, the y-axis units are samples of the origi-

nal signal. The smaller the overlap area is, the less signal data we

have to perform the time synchronization, and as expected by the

time-frequency relation, the coarser time resolution we obtain.

To mitigate this effect, and obtain a better time representation

of the signal edges, we can upsample [18] the original signal in

3
https://www.ettus.com/product/details/UB210-KIT

Figure 9: Phase delay evaluation vs. overlap area.

Receiver Local
Oscillator
stability

Frequency
error at 1030
MHz

RTL-SDR-v3 ± 2 PPM ± 2,1 kHz

Ettus B210 (USRP) ± 2 PPM ± 2,1 kHz

HackRF One ± 20 PPM ± 20,06 kHz

Adalm-Pluto ± 25 PPM ± 25,75 kHz

RTL-SDR (blue edition) ± 60 PPM ± 61,80 kHz

RTL-SDR (black edition) ± 120 PPM ± 123,60 kHz

Table 1: Different receivermodels and its frequency stability
of the local oscillator.

post-processing. Fig. 8 shows how for the "no-upsampling" sce-

nario the ∆samples estimation fluctuates depending on the overlap

bandwidth size, and how this behaviour is much more contained in

the "upsampling" scenarios. This is an indicator that we need more

accuracy in the ∆t̂ since the existence of synchronization errors

at sample level could hinder the final collaborative reconstruction

of the signal. For higher upsampling factors we can see how the

∆samples remains stable for overlap bandwidths from 0.3 MHz

onwards.

We have also performed an evaluation of the phase estimation

of our system that becomes important for two reasons: 1) it gives

the sub-sample synchronization among signals and 2) allows us

to reconstruct and decode signals with phase coded information.

Fig. 9 (top) shows the phase delay estimation between bursts (po-

tential packets) using different overlap area sizes. We assume that

the phase delay estimation among packets will be similar for each

pair of receivers once the signal has been corrected in time. For

overlap bandwidths over 0.3 MHz we can observe that the phase

delay values are contained in the same range with no important

fluctuations. However for overlap bandwidths smaller than 0.3 MHz

we can observe how the values are spread over a large range, mean-

ing that the estimation is not performed accurately. The smaller the

overlap area is, the bigger the standard deviation of ∆ϕD appears
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Figure 11: Mode-S uplink packets decoding rate in different
scenarios (USRP used as baseline).

to be (see Fig. 9 bottom), due to the fewer data that the system has

to properly perform the initial time offset estimation. It is possible

this impact the subsequent phase delay estimation as the linear

regression might have been computed with fewer data.

As we explained in Section 4, the final goal is to decode a signal

that has been reconstructed collaboratively in the backend. There-

fore, the packets decoded rate is a metric that must be evaluated

in our system. As we mentioned before we use the Mode-S up-

link decoder that we implemented (see Section 5.2) to evaluate the

decoding of the signal. Fig. 10 shows the performance of the mes-

sage decoding depending on the frequency offset among signals.

In essence, we manually introduce a frequency offset in one of the

signals and we check how the decoder performs in these scenarios.

We can observe how the packet decoded rate is close to 100% when

the frequency offset is below 1 kHz. The higher the frequency offset,

the smaller the decoding packet rate. This proves the importance

of a proper estimate for the frequency offset among signals caused

by the local oscillator of the different receivers (see Table 1).

Fig. 11 shows the decoding packet rate for different experiment

configurations (described before) and different signal synchroniza-

tions steps (explained in Sec. 4). The gentle case ("local oscillator

+ antenna") shows that is able to yields a 98% ratio of properly

decoded packets once the time and phase are properly aligned. No

improvements are visible even if the relative frequency offset is

corrected since both receivers are sharing the local oscillator and

Figure 12: Network bandwidth used by one single sensor to
deliver IQ data to the backend.

therefore their relative frequency offset is negligible. For the shared

antenna ("antenna") scenario using non-coherent receivers we may

observe that it reaches 85% of decoded packets ratio, and in this case

correcting the frequency offset helps to reach the 90%. For the most

unfavourable and challenging case ("none"), in which antennas are

not shared and non-coherent receivers are used, we are able to

reach more than 80% of correct packet decoding ratio by applying

all the signal alignment steps as Fig. 11 shows.

5.5 Network Bandwidth
In order to perform the signal reconstruction in the backend, each

sensor needs to send IQ data through the Internet connection. Our

solution is based on a crowdsourcing approach where sensors are

distributed among different locations and therefore they may use

different Internet connections. Nevertheless the network bandwidth

used for each sensor is a concern due to the IQ data transmission.

Fig. 12 shows how one single sensor sampling at 2.4 MSPS with

8-bit resolution would need to transmit ∼ 39Mbit/s, or ∼ 15Mbit/s if

data is compressed with a generic DEFLATE [19] algorithm. Going

further, packet detection is performed on the sensors, and then

only small portions of IQ data are sent where potential packets can

be decoded. This alleviates the network bandwidth used by each

sensor. Assuming a detection packet rate of 700 packets/second

and knowing that a Mode-S packet is 40µs long [6], the network

bandwidth used for each sensor decreases to 0.89Mbit/s (0.35Mbit/s

compressed-data), which is affordable over most domestic Internet

connections.

6 DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS
In this paper, we have presented a crowdsourcing approach for col-

laborative signal decoding using non-coherent receivers, which has

been tested in a real-world scenario. Further research is needed to

understand the scope, opportunities and limitations of our approach

by evaluating the following paths:

Validation in more complex scenarios. The evaluation of our

approach has been performed in a scenario with two SDR receivers

for collaborative signal decoding. Further experimentation using a

greater number of receivers is needed to understand the scalability
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of the approach, mainly when the synchronization parameters have

to be estimated for signal recombinations requiring several overlap

areas. In like manner, distance among sensors must be evaluated to

understand the limit-range of deployment.

Testing different signals. Our evaluation has been conducted

using real signals collected from aircraft to test our approach. How-

ever, future works should focus on evaluating our solution using

other different and complex modulation schemes. In addition to

that, an interesting future line of work would be to determine how

often should synchronization parameters be estimated in continu-

ous transmissions.

Increasing the decoded packet rate. Our approach is based on

the idea of having the least possible information about the signal

that is being reconstructed. This lack of knowledge may result in a

smaller decoded packet rate. Future work on this topic may focus

on increasing this rate by applying a closed-loop feedback control

system that takes advantage of modulation specifications (e.g. by

applying modulation classification algorithms [7]) and the result of

the decoding process.

Network Bandwidth. As in any crowdsourcing system, the net-

work bandwidth used for every sensor is a concern. We have pro-

posed a solution (Section 5.5) to decrease drastically the network

bandwidth for packet transmissions. However, further work on this

topic may focus on decreasing the network bandwidth when the

signal is based on continuous transmission (LTE, DVB-T, etc.), and

therefore it is not possible to partially extract data to be sent to the

backend.

7 RELATEDWORK
Monitoring the electromagnetic spectrum at large scale is more

challenging than traditional approaches. Several platforms use ex-

pensive and specialized hardware for sensing the spectrum at large

scale such as DARPA’s Spectrum Challenge, Google Spectrum Data-

base [20] and Microsoft Spectrum Observatory [21]. Our solution

relies on low-cost receivers for sensing the spectrum distributively.

In [22], the authors used a collaborative spectrum sensing approach

for detecting unauthorized transmissions using Power-Spectral-

Density (PSD) data. In this work, we propose to work with IQ data

what allows us to reconstruct and decode signals. As IQ data can

imply a deluge of information sent to the backend, we expect that

it can be applied either in presence of very high uplink bandwidth

or, most likely, for a short period of time, with the objective of

decoding specific messages.

The authors of [23] proposed a method to receive and decode

weak signals, by applying maximum ratio combining in the cloud.

[24] proposed to save uplink bandwidth in each receiver by mul-

tiplexing the signal in time. Both papers used also IQ data, yet

they tuned all receivers in the same frequency and assumed that

the receiver can sample the whole signal of interest. Our problem

space is complementary and requires dedicated solutions, as we

deal with signals of higher bandwidth that the one single receiver

can provide, a problem that emerges with the advent of low-cost

spectrum sensors and has been so far largely ignored in the context

of signal decoding.

Past work that considered wider bands focused on the problem of

extracting information about the spectrum usage and which bands

are more interesting to monitor (e.g., applying a multi-armed bandit

game [25]). Some other work proposed instead to use the sparse

Fourier transform to decode signals [26]. However, they did not look

at the problem of decoding signals that are of larger bandwidth

than the single receiver, and required access to dedicated USRP

hardware rather than low-cost commercial off-the-shelf hardware

as in this work.

Differentworks [27], [28] had the need of using coherent-receivers

to achieve a precise signal synchronization over different channels,

e.g., passive radars using low cost receivers. In [9], authors used

coherent-receivers and a GPS-discipline oscillator in order to syn-

chronize the ADC clock in each channel. In contrast with these

works, our solution uses non-coherent receivers and relies on the

job done in the backend for the final synchronization and decoding

of the signals.

8 CONCLUSION
We have studied the problem of collaborative sampling the spec-

trum using low-cost and distributed receivers to decode a wider

signal bandwidth than the one of the single receiver. We have

introduced the main concept of dividing the wideband signal in

sub-frequency channels with a small overlap area, and addressed

the main challenges to reconstruct the wideband signal in the back-

end. We have then presented a distributed architecture with the

needed synchronization steps in order to align the sampled IQ sig-

nals from independent receivers and decode the whole signal in the

backend. We have tested and evaluated our solution with real sig-

nals (Mode-S) sent by aircraft that are used for collision avoidance.

We have implemented a Mode-S uplink decoder that is released as

open source. Our results show that is feasible to use low-cost and

distributed non-coherent receivers for decoding wideband signals,

getting more than 80% of packets correctly decoded, and reaching

nearly 100% of packets decoded when receivers share the local

oscillator. Collaborative signal decoding using low cost receivers

has been successfully proved and can enable multiple applications

for those existing systems that deploy low-cost receivers such as

RTL-SDR at large scale.
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